
COMPONENTS
* 5 Character cards (1 Outlaw, 4 Ranch Hands)

* 12 Large tiles

* 12 Small tiles

* 4 Player Aid cards

* 15 Tycoon cards

* 10 Open Claim cards

* 10 Secret Claim cards

RULEBOOK

* 48 Ranch cubes 

* 4 Cowboy meeples

* 20 Cow meeples

* 20 Horse meeples

* 8 Water Troughs

* 4 Player boards

INTRODUCTION
YEE HAW! Welcome back to the Old West! You’s already got some experience 
running a successful saloon, but y’er itchin’ to expand, and that parcel of land o’er 
yonder looks mighty appealin’. Time to build a cozy ranch house, some animal 
pens, and start ranchin’ with the best of them. Breed horses and cows, sell ‘em for 
profit (or keep ‘em to bolster y’er reputation), hire a ranch hand to help out, and 
add some fancy floors to y’er ranch house! But keep y’er eyes peeled for Hawkeye 
Harriet, a n’er-do-well outlaw who’s been eyein’ y’er livestock for her own personal 
gain. Can you rise above the competition to become the greatest rancher the West 
done ever seen?

Note: All cards & tiles in this expansion are marked with a  icon.



SETUP
 In addition to the normal setup for Saloon Tycoon:

Give each player one of the Ranch boards and their third Cowboy 
meeple. The Ranch board should be placed adjacent to each 

player’s Player board. The Ranch boards are double-sided, just as the 
Player boards from the base game are, but the differences are purely 
aesthetic. 

Each player places their third Cowboy meeple on the zero space of 
the ranch track. 

Give each player the Ranch tile in their color, two Animal Pen tiles, 
and one Bunkhouse tile. Players should place their Ranch tile in the 

indicated space on their Ranch board. Place any unused Ranch tiles, 
Animal Pen tiles, and Bunkhouse tiles back in the box.

Shuffle the 8 Ranch House tiles and randomly deal 2 to each player 
facedown. Place any remaining Ranch House tiles back in the box.  

Note: It is possible for players to receive 2 of the same Ranch House tile.
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Shuffle the new Tycoon, Open Claim, and Secret Claim cards into 
their corresponding decks. Do this before handing out Tycoon and 

Secret Claim cards and before placing Open Claim cards!

Place Hawkeye Harriett with the other Outlaw cards.

Place the new Ranch Hand character cards into a stack, ordered 
from highest Reputation point value on top to the lowest Reputation 

point value on the bottom. 

Place all of the animal meeples and water troughs on the table 
within reach. 

Give each player 12 light brown Ranch cubes. Place any remaining 
Ranch cubes back in the box. 

All players start with their income level at 2 (representing the 
income they receive from both their Saloon tile and their Ranch 

tile).
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 HOW TO PLAY
Play Saloon Tycoon with the Ranch Expansion by adding the following 
new rules.
 

STEP 1 - INCOME
During the income step, move up 1 Ranch point on the ranch track. Unlike 
your gold income which can grow, you always only earn ONE Ranch 
point. You still take your gold income as normal during this step. 

You may never have more than 10 Ranch points. If either during the 
income step or through card play you would earn Ranch points that 
would push you above 10, the additional points are simply lost. 
 

STEP 2 - ACTIONS 
The Ranch Expansion adds three more FREE actions. These actions can 
be taken at any time during the player’s Action Step and performed as 
many times as you are willing and/or able. 
 
Additional Free actions (as often as you want and are able)

 * Discard Tycoon Cards

 * Sell Animals

 * Develop Your Ranch

Discard Tycoon Cards
Players can discard as many Tycoon cards from their hand as they wish 
on their turn. For every card discarded the player earns +1 Ranch point.

Note: Moonshine Angie does not affect this action.

Sell Animals
Players can sell animals at any time on their turn. Animals that are sold 
are placed back into the general supply. 

 * Cows are sold for 2 gold each 

 * Horses are sold for 3 gold each

Develop Your Ranch
Players can spend their Ranch points to develop their Ranch by purchasing 
animals, more animal pens, water troughs, a bunkhouse, or upgrading 
their ranch house. Depending on what is purchased, move the cowboy 
meeple down the ranch track by the amount spent. Players can develop 
their ranch as much as they wish on their turn, as long as they have the 
required number of Ranch points to spend. (see Developing Your Ranch 

on the following page for more detail).
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DEVELOPING YOUR RANCH
 

ANIMALS
At the start of the game, each player has a large Animal Pen (part of 
the Ranch board) that can hold up to 4 animals (either cows or horses). 
Animals can be purchased as follows: 

 * Cows cost 3 Ranch points each 

 * Horses cost 4 Ranch points each
 
These costs can be reduced by 1 Ranch point per Water Trough you own 
(see the following page for more detail), but the cost of an animal cannot 
be reduced below 1 Ranch point. 

Animal pieces are limited to what comes with the game. A player cannot 
buy an animal if none of that type are available OR if they have no space 
for the animal.

ANIMAL PEN TILES
Additional Animal Pens (x2 small tiles per player) can be purchased for 
6 Ranch points each, up to a maximum of 2. Each purchased Animal Pen 
tile holds two additional animals. 
 
After placing an Animal Pen tile, the player moves up one on their income 
track as usual for placing a new tile and scores 4 Reputation points.

Note: Animal Pens may only be placed on the Ranch board and never on 
the original Player board.

Hawkeye Harriet moves to the first player to have 
2 animals at their Ranch. While Harriet is at a 
player’s Ranch, all animals cost 1 additional Ranch 
point and sell for 1 fewer gold. 5



WATER TROUGHS
A Water Trough can be purchased for 5 Ranch points each and placed 
in an Animal Pen. Each Water Trough owned reduces the cost of buying 
new animals by 1 Ranch point down to a minimum of 1.

Each Animal Pen can only hold 1 Water Trough. Like animal pieces, Water 
Troughs are limited to what comes in the game. A player cannot buy a 
Water Trough if none are left OR if they do not have a free Animal Pen 
to place it in. 

Score 3 Reputation points after placing a Water Trough.
 

BUNKHOUSE TILE
The Bunkhouse (x1 small tile per player) can be purchased for 8 Ranch 
points. Each player may only purchase one Bunkhouse. When the 
Bunkhouse is purchased, it is placed on the Ranch board in the indicated 
space. The player moves up one on their income track as usual for placing 
a new tile.

Unlike other tiles, the Bunkhouse is considered ‘finished’ as soon as it is 
purchased and placed. No cubes are ever placed on the Bunkhouse and 
no tiles can ever be placed above it. A player immediately receives the 
Bunkhouse’s bonus by taking the topmost Ranch Hand with the highest 
Reputation point value. 

After placing a Bunkhouse, the player moves up one on their income 
track as usual for placing a new tile and scores 5 Reputation points.

Note: The Bunkhouse may only be placed on the Ranch board and never 
on the original Player board. 
 

FINISHING A RANCH HOUSE TILE
Note: A player’s starting Ranch tile is considered a Ranch House tile. 

A Ranch House tile may be finished by spending 10 Ranch points. The 
player immediately places 4 of the light brown Ranch cubes from their 
personal supply on the topmost tile, scores 7 Reputation points, and takes 
the tile bonus (see below). If it is the 3rd floor tile, the player also places 
a roof and scores an additional 4 Ranch points as normal. Otherwise, 
they must choose one of the 2 Ranch House tiles they were dealt at the 
beginning of the game and place it on top of the finished tile. The player 
moves up one on the income track for placing a new tile.

A player may never attempt to finish a Ranch House tile with dark brown 
Supply cubes from the public supply. Ranch House tiles may ONLY be 

finished with light brown Ranch cubes, and these Ranch cubes are 
only attained when a player spends 10 Ranch points.

 Ranch - The bottom floor of your Ranch House.  
 Each player starts the game with one of these on  

 their Ranch board in the indicated space.
 

 Bonus for finishing: 1 animal of your choice.
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Trophy Room - Bonus for finishing: +8 Gold.

Planning Room - Bonus for finishing: Draw 2 Secret Claim cards and 
keep 1, discarding the other.

Workshop - Bonus for finishing: Take and place up to 4 Supply cubes. 
Note: The Workshop’s bonus gives Supply cubes, NOT Ranch cubes.

Storeroom - Bonus for finishing: Draw 4 Tycoon cards. 

Note: Ranch House tiles may only ever be placed on the Ranch board 
and never on the original Player board. 
 

CHARACTERS
The Ranch Expansion adds new characters to Saloon Tycoon.
 

RANCH HANDS
The Ranch Hands are male citizens. A Ranch Hand is claimed when a 
player places the Bunkhouse. Each Ranch Hand is worth a different 
amount of Reputation points at the end of the game, with the most 
valuable Ranch Hand going to the first player to place the Bunkhouse. 
A Ranch Hand can be used to meet requirements for Open and Secret 
Claims, but otherwise has no ongoing effect. 

Ranch Hands may not be moved and a player may only have 1 Ranch 
Hand. 
 

HAWKEYE HARRIET
Harriet is a female outlaw. She moves to the first player to have 2 animals 
at their Ranch. While Harriet is at a player’s Ranch, all animals cost 1 
additional Ranch point and sell for 1 fewer gold than the standard price.

END GAME SCORING
Most Ranch components earn Reputation points during the game, but 
animals, because they can be sold, are only scored at the end of the 
game. See below for a scoring breakdown: 

> Cows  1 *

> Horses  2 *

> Water Troughs 3 

> Animal Pen  4 

> Bunkhouse  5 

> Ranch Hand  5/4/3/2 *

> Finished Ranch House Tile        7 

> Unfinished Ranch House Tile   3 *

*Only scored during End Game scoring
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Jason begins his turn by collecting 
his income as well as his one Ranch 
point, which moves him up to a 
total of 9 Ranch points. Jason then 
performs a Free action: Discard 
Tycoon Cards, and discards a 
single Tycoon card to receive 1 
Ranch Point, giving him a total of 
10 Ranch points.

Jason then takes the Develop Your 
Ranch action (also a Free action) 
and spends his 10 Ranch points 
to finish his Ranch tile. He places 
4 of his Ranch cubes on the tile 
and scores 7 Reputation points. 
For his bonus, he takes one cow 
and places it in his starting Animal 
Pen. Finally, he chooses one of his 
2 starting Ranch House tiles, the 
Workshop, and places it on top 
of the Ranch. He then moves his 
income up 1 for placing a new tile.

For his one Tycoon action, Jason 
chooses Play a Tycoon Card and 
plays the card Prosperity which 
gives him 4 Ranch points and every 
other player 1 Ranch point. 

Normally a cow would cost 3 
Ranch points, but because Jason 
built a Water Trough on a previous 
turn, cows now only cost 2 Ranch 
points. Jason perfoms the Free 
action Develop Your Ranch a 
second time and buys two more 
cows for 4 Ranch points. He places 
them in his starting Animal Pen.

Because Jason has 3 cows as well as 
a Kitchen in his Saloon, he’s able to 
score the Out and In Burger Open 
Claim card for 8 Reputation points. 
However, because he’s also the first 
player to have at least 2 animals, 
he attracts Hawkeye Harriet to his 
Saloon. 

AN EXAMPLE TURN


